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Our Purpose
We help people most in need and most at
risk of inactivity across Sussex by working
collaboratively to change lives for the better
through physical activity and sport.
We provide opportunities for people to get
involved in sport and physical activity for
enjoyment as well as wider health and social
outcomes.

Our Vision
Driving physical activity transformation in Sussex,
with everybody in the county physically active
and healthier and happier communities created.

How We Work
Active Sussex, one of the 43 Active Partnerships
(Engaging Communities, Transforming Lives)
across England, works with partners, schools and
communities to transform people’s lives for the
better through the power of sport and physical
activity.

We are not about elite sport - we are about
activity for all. We help those with mental health
problems, long-term physical disabilities, young
and older people, the isolated and those living
in deprived areas take part in fun activities that
improve their health and happiness in a way
that suits them. We are passionate about what
we do and deliver a whole range of events and
programmes, and work with partners across
Sussex so people can try something new with
people just like themselves.
We bring people together to make Sussex a
happier and healthier place. Join us.
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CHAIR’S FOREWORD

91% of our partner organisations
were ‘satisfied’ or ‘very satisfied’ with
the support received from Active
Sussex during the pandemic

Welcome to the
Active Sussex
Annual Report
2020-2021

Appointed a new Equality Champion
to the Board of Trustees
Adult Safeguarding: Safeguarding
Adults in Sport award (Ann Craft Trust)
Child Safeguarding: Very Good Child Protection in Sport Unit (CPSU)
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Welcome to the Active Sussex Annual Report for
2020-21. This could have been a very different
annual report as with the outbreak of the
Coronavirus pandemic, this year has been a
challenging one, not least for Active Sussex and
for our partners, but for the country as a whole.
National lockdowns were put in place, instructing
the country to stay at home. In-person events
were cancelled and the majority of pupils across
the country attended school from home.
I am proud to say that Active Sussex responded
quickly to the guidance, supporting all staff
members to work remotely and flexibly.
Meetings of the Board and its subcommittees
were conducted via online platforms, and
financial decision authorisations also moved to
be organised electronically always following the
appropriate guidance and, where relevant in line
with financial regulations.
Sport England also confirmed the extension of
funding to Active Sussex until March 2022, and
extra programme funding opportunities. This

provided the organisation with extra stability
and allowed the team to develop and offer new
and extended projects to help reach those most
affected by Covid-19.
Although the team worked hard to grasp every
opportunity available, the pandemic had an
inevitable impact which was felt across the
physical activity sector. The national Active
Partnership network worked closely with
its main external funder (Sport England) to
respond in supporting the sector in its areas
of need. As a network member, Active Sussex
continued to play an important role in working
alongside local partners to address the factors
preventing people from being physically active;
some of these were existing barriers that were
exacerbated by the pandemic and some were
new barriers and constraints. In many cases this
took the organisation into new spaces, places
and partnerships as the team plugged gaps and
proved themselves as helpful as possible at a time
when the health and wellbeing of our population

was the highest priority for the country. They
worked innovatively, flexibly and with their usual
diligence to support and engage with all of those
in need that they could over this difficult time.
The Active Sussex team and local delivery
partners were proactive in responding to the
national restrictions, and took many of their
annual events virtual. Despite the added barriers,
all the virtual events maintained the high
standards of their in-person equivalents and the
engagement was great to see. Online forums
were well attended and positively received and
the Specsavers ‘Virtual’ Sussex School Games,
in particular, provided motivation to keep
Sussex pupils active and inspired during these
unprecedented times. The reach of the School
Games was incredible and testament to the
hard work of all the team and an example of the
embrace made of the different ways of working
required.
On behalf of the Board of Trustees, I would like
to take this opportunity to thank Sadie, the staff

team and local partners for their unwavering
efforts during these extraordinary times - and
their consistent passion and dedication for
supporting communities across Sussex to become
healthier and happier. I am incredibly proud to be
Chair of Active Sussex and look back on a difficult
year that has really shown the strength and
passion of the people that drive and support the
charity.

Stephanie Maurel
Active Sussex Chair of Trustees

The support of the team, their help with promoting our messages and the fact they want
to work closely with us makes our partnership extremely strong. We value the work of
Active Sussex highly and look forward to working together in the future.

STRATEGY OBJECTIVES
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Active Sussex
Strategy 2018-2023
Our Objectives

1. Reduce inactivity

2. Better health and wellbeing

3. Put activity centre stage

We will work with stakeholders to facilitate a
significant decrease in local people classed as
inactive in Sussex.

To improve the physical and mental wellbeing,
and individual development of our communities
as a result of our work with stakeholders.

We will work with stakeholders to place
physical activity at the forefront of new policies
and infrastructure projects such as housing
developments, transport policy and public
health planning.

5. Grow investment

6. Corporate support

To seek increased investment in sport and
physical activity in Sussex as a result of our
advice or collaboration.

To partner with local businesses and encourage
them to support physical activity and
community sport in Sussex.

4. Build relationships
We will work more closely with voluntary
stakeholders out in the community to delivery
appropriate solutions for our target audiences
using a ‘people like me’ approach. We recognise
the importance of engaging with new and
diverse partners to engage people to be more
active, more often.

UNITING THE MOVEMENT

Sport England
10-year strategy
Uniting The Movement
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In January 2021 Sport England launched their
10-year strategy, Uniting the Movement.

The Five Big Issues

Connecting with health and wellbeing

As a result of the huge disruption 2020 has
caused, and the inequalities it has reinforced
and exacerbated – such as those around socioeconomic status and ethnicity – there is a drive
to do things differently and confront these
inequalities head on.

Recover and reinvent
Recovering from the biggest crisis in a
generation and reinventing as a vibrant,
relevant and sustainable network of
organisations providing sport and physical
activity opportunities that meet the needs of
different people.

Strengthening the connections between sport,
physical activity, health and wellbeing, so more
people can feel the benefits of, and advocate
for, an active life.

The new strategy sets out how we need to
change as a sector and an ecosystem, tackling
these inequalities and providing opportunities
to people and communities that have
traditionally been left behind.

Connecting communities
Focusing on sport and physical activity’s ability
to make better places to live and bring people
together.
Positive experiences for children and young
people
Unrelenting focus on positive experiences for all
children and young people as the foundations
for a long and healthy life.

Active environments
Creating and protecting the places and spaces
that make it easier for people to be active.
Implementing the strategy across Sussex
Active Sussex will align its strategic work
to support and contribute to the national
themes articulated in ‘Uniting the Movement’,
which focuses on five big issues we must all
collectively address, if we are to transform lives
and communities through sport and physical
activity - and make a difference in terms of
equality.

We will continue to capture the local need and
impact of the Covid-19 pandemic on the local
physical activity and sport sector and contribute
to the recovery phase through strategic support
and funding.
Our work promoting and developing physical
activity opportunities to our target groups,
will take into consideration alternative
delivery methods needed during the pandemic
restrictions.

HIGHLIGHTS

Website: 1,043,471 page views,
323,324 sessions, 169,633 visitors

A year we’ll never
forget

296,983 video views - up 3,200% on
2019/20
537,000 impressions on Twitter - up
57% on 2019/20
3,454 follows on Facebook - up 15%
on 2019/20
1,454 followers on Instagram - up
20% on 2019/20
603 followers on LinkedIn - up 16%
on 2019/2020
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The Covid-19 pandemic saw the nation go into a
state of lockdown - schools were closed, the furlough
scheme was launched, and everybody’s lives were
changed.
The year also saw a renewed focus on supporting
those most at risk of inactivity to get active whilst at
home and extra funding created to help groups and
organisations return to play.
Despite these challenges Sussex saw some inspiring
groups and people working to keep the county active.

THIS GIRL CAN SUSSEX CHAMPIONS

TACKLING INEQUALITIES IN SUSSEX

YOUNG LEADER BRINGS VIRTUAL EVENT TO LIFE

#STAYACTIVESUSSEX CAMPAIGN

VOLUNTEER OF THE YEAR - ANDY LINDLEY
(SANDS UNITED FC BRIGHTON & HOVE)

ENGLAND AND SUSSEX CCC CRICKET STAR WISHES
PUPILS GOOD LUCK

KEEPING SUSSEX TEENS ACTIVE ONLINE

A SECOND THIS GIRL CAN SUSSEX AMBASSADOR- ZOE WARD

SUSSEX SCHOOL GAMES KEEPS THOUSANDS OF
PUPILS ACTIVE AT HOME

INSPIRATION WHEN WE NEEDED IT MOST FROM OUR ACTIVE SUSSEX NETWORK
KEYNOTE, DANNY BENT

A VIRTUAL CHOIR TO CELEBRATE THE SUSSEX
SPORTS AWARDS

INCLUSION AND DIVERSITY AWARD WINNERSDEFIANT SPORTS (EASTBOURNE)

SUSSEX ACTIVITY LEVELS

How the pandemic has
affected Sussex activity
levels
Active Lives Survey Nov 15-16 to Nov 19-20
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Prior to the Covid-19 pandemic, the proportion
of adults in England doing less than 30 minutes
per week of exercise had been steadily falling.
The impact of the pandemic and lockdowns has
been to reverse these gains. The most recent
Active Lives Survey results covering the period
November 2019 - November 2020 show an
increase in inactivity of 2.6% on a year earlier.
These results include the first lockdown up to the
second lockdown.
Sussex has broadly mirrored the national trend,
with the impact of Covid-19 causing a worsening
in inactivity rates to the highest levels recorded
over the nine periods of the Active Lives Survey
to date.
West Sussex has recorded a significant rise in
inactivity both on the same period 12 months
ago and on the survey baseline of November
2015-16. Arun and Chichester districts recorded
the highest inactivity rates. Both have an elderly
population and are in an area of the county that

had higher Covid rates at the time of the survey.
Brighton & Hove has also seen an increase in
inactivity, albeit from a low base.
Conversely, East Sussex has recorded a
reduced inactivity rate in line with the steady
improvements in the county since 2018.
The trust is focusing on areas with the highest
levels of inactivity to support delivery partners to
increase activity levels in those areas.

Sussex totals reported in the November 2019-20 Active Lives
Survey:
•
•
•

908,800 Active people (150+ minutes per week of moderate intensity activity)
159,100 Fairly Active people (30-149 minutes per week of moderate intensity activity)
346,300 Inactive people (less than 30 minutes per week of moderate intensity activity)

Women, young people aged 16-24, over 75s, disabled people and people with long-term
health conditions, and those from ethnically diverse backgrounds were most negatively
impacted beyond the initial lockdown period. Active Sussex is providing targeted support
to these groups through the Tackling Inequalities Fund and Children and Young People
Investment Fund.

Workforce Investment
Fund 2020-2021

£40,000 grant investment from Sport
England
3 Workforce Investment Fund
Forums, sharing good practice and
improving collaboration between 3
projects

Local case study: Daniel Barfoot, Upgrade Training

DEVELOPING THE WORKFORCE

158 subscribers to the new Workforce
eNews

The workforce investment fund has allowed partners to offer training to their cohort of
coaches and as a result, has enabled them to deliver additional sessions to target groups and
support other Active Sussex programmes.
Daniel Barfoot received funding from Active Rother, helping to increase his confidence and
competence to engage inactive participants. As a result, he was recruited to deliver online
sessions as part of the Active Sussex Satellite Club Reboot programme during lockdown.
This demonstrates the added value to the locality and the wider Sussex network.
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Active Sussex invested Sport England’s
Workforce Investment Fund into partner
organisations in three inactivity hubs in East
Sussex. In each area Active Sussex have worked
with partners to gain a true understanding
of residents’ needs, and how to build the
workforce to support them to be active. Rother
District Council, Hastings Borough Council and
3VA became the lead stakeholders for the £40K
investment to co-design the workforce project
and develop a ‘person like me workforce’.
Crawley Workforce Project
Due to the significant impact of Covid-19 in
Crawley, Active Sussex have decided to commit
the funding to develop the Crawley sport and
physical activity workforce via the Crawley
Workforce Project.
The Crawley Workforce Project was launched
in January 2021. The blended programme of
targeted small grants and core course delivery
aims to use the learning and workforce

principles from the Workforce Investment
Fund, to upskill the Crawley sport and physical
activity workforce to better engage target
audiences.
Covid-19 response
Between April - July 2020, the main focus of
Active Sussex was responding operationally
and strategically to Covid-19. As such, the
Active Sussex Workforce plan required a flexible
approach, ensuring key information was
communicated to the sector in relation to the
workforce and also supporting key partners
involved within the Workforce Investment Fund
project in East Sussex.

We were so happy to partner up with Active Rother again. At Upgrade Training,
we always try to bring as many opportunities to young people as possible. Actually
having a partner to give us that opportunity was fantastic, it was a gift.
- Daniel Barfoot, Upgrade Training

EQUALITY, DIVERSITY AND INCLUSION

170 delegates across Sussex Disability
Sports Network virtual forums

Equality, diversity and
inclusion

87% of SDSN delegates rated the
forums good to excellent
962 people are now signed up to the
Sussex Disability Sports Network
10 new This Girl Can Sussex
Champions and 1 new Ambassador
16 SDSN Champions
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Despite the pandemic, Active Sussex has
continued to bring sport and physical
activity leadership, expertise and support to
community and public sector stakeholders
operating in relevant areas of public health,
disability and inclusion. The trust has
undertaken significant work over the past year,
identifying new partners to reach the most
inactive people.
Sussex Disability Sports Network (SDSN)
The focus of the SDSN events have been driven
based on the needs of members. The nine
virtual forums between April 2020 - March
2021 have provided a valuable opportunity
for partners to continue to connect and an
opportunity to engage in active learning and
reflection around some key themes.
This Girl Can Sussex Network
The This Girl Can Sussex Network was launched
at the Active Sussex Network event, supported

by Sport England and Women in Sport. It
provided an opportunity for partners to take
on board the latest insight around the gender
gap in sport and physical activity and hear real
life experiences from local Champions.
As a result of this event one of the attendees,
Carol Bates (Crawley Old Girls) connected with
Liz Prinz (Women in Sport) and as a result WiS
added Carol (now an MBE) to their Women in
Sport x Getty Images Menopause curation for
the #menopossibilities campaign.
Equality
Responding to the abhorrent killing of George
Floyd and subsequent Black Lives Matter
movement, Active Sussex made a clear
statement that the organisation is committed
to tackling racism. Although as an organisation
we had been working on this issue for some
time, the trust recognised it needed to do more
than it has ever done before. The trust has

brought this conversation to the table, both
internally through discussions, training and
improvement planning, and externally via clear
statements, learning opportunities across the
network and promotion of relevant campaigns
with localised experiences at the core.

Tackling Inequalities
Fund

Tackling Inequalities Sussex: Long-term
health conditions
Tackling Inequalities Sussex: Lower
Socio-economic Groups

EQUALITY, DIVERSITY AND INCLUSION

Distributed £267,349 from TIF across
50 projects in Sussex up to March 2021
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Tackling Inequalities Fund
Active Sussex applied for funding from the
Sport England Tackling Inequalities Fund, to
help reduce the negative impact of Covid-19
and the widening of the inequalities in sport
and physical activity. Data from the Sport
England commissioned physical activity
attitudes and behaviours survey during
Covid-19, highlighted the widening gaps in
the activity levels across existing priority
audiences. These groups were people from
lower socio-economic groups, ethnically
diverse communities, people with long-term
health conditions and disabled people.
Sussex based partners were invited to apply
for funding from Active Sussex to help with
the hardship brought on by Covid-19. This
included support for community groups to find
new ways of keeping priority groups active
throughout lockdown and helping them to
return to activity, offering advice and training

support, and increasing the resilience, capacity,
and capability of delivery.
Active Sussex has successfully worked with
partners to reach the most disadvantaged
groups who have been further affected by
Covid-19 and enabled partners to continue
to deliver physical activity throughout the
pandemic.
Reaching those most in need across Sussex
The key success has come from reaching
those most in need, such as Michelle who has
found it harder to be active due to conditions
including asthma and seizures. After suffering
from Covid-19 and pneumonia in April 2020,
Michelle found online juggling classes offered
by Sweet Circus. The classes have helped in her
physical and mental recovery, and she loves
the diversity of people taking part.

I used to play contact sports but had to stop as a carrier of muscular dystrophy. I was
recovering from Covid and pneumonia and was looking for something to get fitter and make
friends. I like weird, unusual stuff. I found Sweet Circus online. They dropped the juggling kit
off to me the next day. The sessions were chatty and really welcoming.
I’ve made great new friends.

EDUCATION

1000 education eNews subscribers - a 28%
increase from 2019/20

Primary Education

2,961 unique views of the Active at Home
children and young people webpage (one of
the top 15 viewed pages on the Active Sussex
website)
80 schools completed the Active Sussex Training
Needs Survey with 5 schools winning a £200
equipment voucher and a personalised PE jacket
61 schools purchased PE & Sport Premium &
Health Assessment Wheel
4 PE & Sport Premium Governor Training
Workshops engaging 70 Sussex school governors
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With intermittent full and partial school closures,
bubbles, isolations and a variety of education
covid restrictions throughout 2020-21, Active
Sussex adapted their support to ensure pupils
could remain active wherever they were and
school staff could still access CPD opportunities.
A series of interviews with best practice PE
Coordinators from across the county were
conducted and shared to showcase how schools
could continue to support pupils to be active
during this period. Active Sussex also developed
a directory of ‘Active at Home’ resources that
teachers could use as part of their virtual offer to
pupils to encourage and support them to remain
active and participate in Physical Education from
their homes.
East Sussex Healthy Schools Programme
Active Sussex worked with East Sussex Public
Health and the East Sussex School Health Service
to support the introduction of the East Sussex
Healthy Schools programme.

The Healthy Schools programme supports
schools to recognise and celebrate achievements
in whole-school health improvement including
through the School Health Check (an online
tool for schools to self-evaluate across four
core themes: Healthy eating, Physical activity,
Emotional health and wellbeing and PSHE).
Active Sussex provided expertise in the design
of the physical activity aspect of the award and
helped create the supporting documents for
schools to utilise to develop their provision further
in this area. Active Sussex also helped promote
the programme directly to PE Coordinators in
schools. The trust offered continued support to
registered schools through the delivery of two
webinars on how to incorporate physical activity
across the school day using the Primary PE and
Sport Premium.
The Healthy Schools programme in East Sussex
has engaged 83 schools in its initial year with the
first of these now completing the process and
receiving Healthy Schools status

14 projects had a focus on girls, 3 on
Black & South Asian communities, 51 on
less affluent areas, and 8 had a focus on
children with disabilities
Over 800 less active children from
targeted groups accessed new physical
activity opportunities

CHILDREN AND YOUNG PEOPLE INVESTMENT FUND

Children and Young
People Investment Fund

Over £136,000 of Lottery funding
has been invested in 67 new clubs (24
community based, 43 school based)
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During the 2020/21 financial year, the trust’s
focus on 14-19 year olds (Satellite Clubs)
developed into a wider reaching opportunity
that supports children from 5 to 19 years
old from areas of targeted inequality to get
more physically active. This has been a direct
response to Covid-19 due to the greater
flexibility given to Lottery funding from Sport
England.

Case study: Boxing to reduce anxiety and improve self-esteem
11-18
This project was co-run between Believe in You Teens and Box Hiit Gym in Bexhill. They
Recruited 4 girls and 4 boys aged 11-16 from different local schools who had barriers to
sport such as anxiety and low self-esteem.
Sessions followed the format of a boxing and fitness session with a focused activity at
the end of the session on improving emotional wellbeing and offering education around
improving mental health. Over 12 weeks, the young people learned boxing drills, gradually
built up their fitness and all engaged well with the mental health element.

When building inclusive communities, the key is to make people feel like they are part
of a tribe, rather than purely part of an organisation or a company, and that’s down to
leadership. You need to be interested in the people, connecting people where possible
or necessary, and being committed and consistent.
-Danny Bent-

Active Sussex
Network

EVENTS

349 delegates across the two virtual
events
100% delegate satisfaction
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The Active Sussex Network events bring
together member organisations and local
partners that deliver physical activity and sport
across Sussex including: local authorities, leisure
trusts, national governing bodies of sport,
health agencies, educational and community
organisations.
Meeting twice a year in central Sussex locations,
partners receive strategic policy briefings,
attend themed workshops and have the
opportunity to network.
Active Sussex Conference and AGM
On 24 September 2020, the Active Sussex
Conference and AGM was delivered virtually
for the first time. The Conference was opened
by Mike Diaper OBE, Executive Director of
Children and Young People, Tackling Inactivity
at Sport England. This keynote, titled ‘Shaping
our Future’ Strategy Framework…What Now?’
provided delegates with an overview of Sport
England’s Covid-19 response in terms of

supporting the sector and the Sport England
‘Shaping our Future’ Strategy Framework.
Delegates engaged in a range of sessions
throughout the day. These included discussions
around inequalities and diversity, supporting
people living with long-term health conditions,
and a workshop on marketing for sports
organisations.
The new virtual format allowed for more
delegates to join the event and helped reach
new partners and speakers who hadn’t
previously engaged with the network.
Active Sussex Network
The Active Sussex Network was delivered
virtually on 25 February 2021. The event was
well received by the 218 attendees on the day.
The day started on a high, with an opening
keynote from One Run Global founder, Danny
Bent, voted one of the happiest people in the
UK.

In his talk entitled ‘The Happiness of Being You’,
Danny shared some of his biggest life lessons
and stories, with plenty of twists and turns that
provoked an enthusiastic response from the
audience.
The rest of the day was filled with an range of
different sessions:
•

The second session of the day was titled
‘What Do Children and Young People
REALLY Think?’

•

The first afternoon session focused on
the stories and impact of Sport England’s
Tackling Inequalities Fund in Sussex.

•

The day ended with a session focusing on
the newly-launched This Girl Can Sussex
Network.

How fantastic the young person’s session
was! It’s the session that has stuck in
my head all day – it was so fantastic.
Determined now to get kids in Bexhill
moving!
Zoe Ward, Powerhoop Instructor and This
Girl Can Sussex Ambassador

Specsavers Sussex
School Games 2020

EVENTS

68,998 entries from children in the
Specsavers ‘Virtual’ Sussex School Games
2020
37,701 in The Winter Games 2021
throughout February
Sussex School Games content was viewed
over 2.5 million times across the two
virtual competitions on the website, on
social media and in print.
A special feature about the Specsavers
‘Virtual’ Sussex School Games was aired on
BBC One, on South East Today
Celebrity shoutouts on social media
ranged from sports stars such as Roberto
Carlos and Rebecca Adlington, to TV
personalities such as Ore Oduba and
Jason Manford
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The Sussex School Games is a ‘mini-Olympics &
Paralympics’, giving Sussex schoolchildren the
chance to participate in competitive school sport
at county level across multiple sport disciplines.
Its aim is to provide an inclusive sporting
opportunity for young people to be involved
in a range of sports and provide a meaningful
experience, whatever their ability.
Specsavers ‘Virtual’ Sussex School Games
Several Sussex Schools Games events including
the Cross Country, Parallel Youth Games and the
Summer Festival, were unfortunately cancelled
as the country entered the first lockdown,
leaving Active Sussex, the Sussex School
Games Organisers and Sussex Local Organising
Committee with a huge challenge to deliver
a meaningful programme for the summer of
2020. This was compounded by school closures,
and children having limited access to facilities
outside of their home.
Working collaboratively with the Sussex School

Games Organisers and a number of local
partners, Active Sussex quickly developed a
virtual offer of skill-based challenges, which
could be completed from home with limited
space and equipment. These fully-inclusive
challenges were themed around sports, but
were designed with a focus on physical activity
and fun for children and young people at an
incredibly difficult time.
A local media and social media campaign
drove engagement and excitement, with some
famous faces giving their backing and words
of encouragement to participants; including
cricketer Jofra Archer, singer Fluer East, and
footballing-legend Roberto Carlos.
These virtual competitions were hugely popular
and participation numbers were exceptionally
high. Thousands of children represented
hundreds of schools each week, and shared
their positive experiences on social media. The
success of the summer programme led to a short
Winter-themed version being run in February

(The Winter Games), which proved popular with
children, and adults, of all ages again.

EVENTS

Press coverage AVE (Advertising
Value Equivalence): £16,271

Sussex Sports Awards
2020
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The Sussex Sports Awards is one of the most
prestigious events in the Sussex sporting
calendar, celebrating the hard work, dedication
and successes of individuals and community
groups both on and off of the field.
With uncertainty around the safety of events,
Active Sussex took an early decision to host
the Sussex Sports Awards virtually in 2020. As
disappointing as it was that the achievements
of Sussex’s sportspeople and community
organisations couldn’t be celebrated in the
usual glitzy fashion, the opportunity to put
their hard work in the spotlight was not
missed, and a week-long campaign via social
media was put together, themed around the
four pillars of the Active Sussex strategy.
This culminated in the 2020 award
presentation, again via social media.
Throughout the day deserving nominees were
highlighted in five categories, with short videos
detailing their achievements. The suspense

built through the day, and the winners were
finally revealed in the evening; receiving
plaudits from all over the world.
A key success of the Sussex Sports Awards
2020 was the opportunity to highlight sponsors
and partners who have long-supported Active
Sussex; many of whom had faced difficult
times commercially due to COVID-19.
Active Sussex found different ways to work
with partners for this year’s awards where
financial contribution was not appropriate, in
the hope that loyal supporters could continue
to leverage the excellent opportunities created
by the Sussex Sports Awards to help them
through, and eventually recover, from the
tough period.

Reach of 59,457 on Sussex Sports
Awards Facebook and Twitter
accounts
35 video case studies shared,
including 15 new videos showcasing
2020 finalists

EVENTS

Winners
Community Engagement Award - Up-Grade Training and Therapy Ltd (Bexhill-on-Sea)
Inclusion and Diversity Award - Defiant Sports (Eastbourne)

Outstanding Contribution to Sport Award - Peter Clare (Sacred Heart Catholic Primary School) (Hastings)
Sports Personality of the Year Award - Georgia Langston (Baton Twirling) (Hassocks)
Volunteer of the Year Award - Andy Lindley (Sands United FC Brighton & Hove)
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Celebrating the fantastic initiatives, hard work and achievements that have been
going on across Sussex has felt more important than ever this year, given the
challenges that we have faced in 2020. The Sussex community have fought these
challenges head on, and this has been reflected in each one of our finalists
in the Sussex Sports Awards this year.
Judging these nominations was incredibly difficult, so the winners should be very
proud to have come out on top of such a high quality field of nominees.
I would like to congratulate all who were nominated in this year’s awards
and wish everyone the best of luck for the future
- Sadie Mason MBE, CEO of Active Sussex

CHIEF EXECUTIVE’S REFLECTIONS

I am delighted to have
the opportunity to
reflect on the work of
Active Sussex during
2020/21

Sadie Mason MBE
Chief Executive
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The end of the last financial year signalled the
beginning of what was to be an unprecedented
and unforeseen period of time in the UK due to
the global coronavirus pandemic.
I’ve had the privilege of leading Active Sussex
since 2005, and the continued commitment
and quality of work that I have seen from
the Active Sussex team and our delivery
partners in Sussex during these extraordinary
circumstances has been truly outstanding.
The impact the pandemic has had on health,
education, transport, employment and the
economy has been significant to say the least,
and at worst, devastating, with high mortality
rates. Social inequalities became even more
acutely into focus and were exacerbated as
national lockdown measures remained in place
for much of the year.
Responding to the outbreak of coronavirus
The organisation responded quickly by

activating its business continuity plan and
protecting its financial processes. It also
enabled all staff members to work remotely
and flexibly, particularly for those undertaking
the additional role of home-schooling. Sport
England confirmed in-principle the extension
of funding to Active Sussex until March 2022,
which provided much welcome stability and
there was no requirement to furlough staff via
the Coronavirus Job Retention Scheme.
Throughout the year, Active Sussex maintained
close links with strategic and delivery partners
in order to continue supporting local projects
that contributed to reducing the risk of
inactivity in their communities. Contact with
key local authority and leisure trust partners
was maintained as much as possible through
online meetings and telephone calls, and
support was offered where possible for
partners who were hit hardest by the effects of
the pandemic.

The organisation also continued to support a
number of lottery-funded community physical
activity and sports programmes, many of
which had to move to online delivery in order
to keep participants actively engaged.
Capitalising on the changing habits of
physical activity
The national lockdowns resulted in a dramatic
shift in how people were staying connected
and staying active during the pandemic. Online
exercise sessions soon became popular and
communication through social media and
platforms such as Zoom increased as a result of
the government instructions to stay at home.
With all in-person events cancelled during the
national lockdowns, and the majority of pupils
attending school from home, Active Sussex
quickly took many of their annual events
virtual.
The Specsavers ‘Virtual’ Sussex School Games

was one such event. Teaming up with the
School Games Organising Committee, Active
Sussex created an online event to keep
young people engaged in physical activity
and competition whilst schooling from home.
It was a huge success, with 69,000 pupils
engaged in the programme and kept a feeling
of motivation and inspiration in the air while
everything else felt unknown.
Several of our network events, including
the Active Sussex Network and Conference
were also held virtually for the first time, via
Zoom. This new platform provided an ideal
opportunity to engage network members who
ordinarily wouldn’t be able to attend our inperson events, and allowed flexibility for those
wishing to take part in sessions around their
regular work day.
Celebrating Sussex sports and physical
activity
Whilst we were disappointed not to be able to
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host our glitzy Sussex Sports Awards in the usual
spectacular manner, we knew it was important to
showcase some of the fantastic efforts that had
been made to keep people in Sussex active during
these challenging times.
We celebrated Sussex sport and physical activity
with a week-long social media campaign,
highlighting the hard work of so many
organisations, groups and individuals across the
county. The week ended with a presentation
of some special and well-deserved awards that
shone a light on the extraordinary achievements
of five local organisations and people who have
made big contributions to lives across the county
over the past year.
Sport England 10-year strategy
This year also saw the launch of the new
Sport England 10-year strategy - Uniting the
Movement, which focuses on five big issues
we must all collectively address, if we are to
transform lives and communities through sport

and physical activity - and make a difference in
terms of equality.
Broadly speaking, these big issues are:
1.
Recover and reinvent - recovering from
the biggest crisis in a generation and reinventing
as a vibrant, relevant and sustainable network
of organisations providing sport and physical
activity opportunities that meet the needs of
different people.
2.
Connecting communities - focusing on
sport and physical activity’s ability to make better
places to live and bring people together.
3.
Positive experiences for children and
young people - an unrelenting focus on positive
experiences for all children and young people as
the foundations for a long and healthy life.
4.
Connecting with health and wellbeing
- strengthening the connections between sport,

physical activity, health and wellbeing, so more
people can feel the benefits of, and advocate for,
an active life.
5.
Active environments - creating and
protecting the places and spaces that make it
easier for people to be active.
Active Sussex will continue to align its strategic
work to support and contribute to the national
themes articulated in the strategy. We will
contribute to the recovery phase through
strategic support and funding and respond to the
local need and impact of the pandemic.
Thank you to our team and partners.
I will end my reflections with a huge thank you to
the dedicated and passionate team of staff and
trustees at Active Sussex who I am proud to work
with. I also offer a thank you to all our fantastic
delivery partners who have been unwavering in
their efforts to keep Sussex healthy and active
during this especially challenging year.

INCOME AND EXPENDITURE

Finances in 2020-21

This financial summary information is for the purpose of illustration
and is not intended to be exhaustive. It is a summary of the full annual
report, which has been audited and subject to approval by AGM.
To obtain a copy of the full annual accounts please visit the Active
Sussex website:
www.activesussex.org
Or contact the Active Sussex registered office on :

Active Sussex is delighted to report on another year
of sound governance and financial management and
continues to provide its stakeholders with the assurance
that their funds have been utilised efficiently and
effectively.

01273 643869
or

info@activesussex.org

Staff Costs			
Grants Awarded 		

Sport England Funding
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Development Activity 		

Other Grants

Support Costs		

Operating Income 		

Governance Costs 		

Sponsorship 		

£

Active Partnerships Income 2020/21 £1,009,080

£

Active Partnership Expenditure 2020/21 £836,127

Sport England funding

£992,541

Staff Costs

£383,461

Other Grants

£2,000

Grants awarded

£272,407

Operating Income

£14,539

Development Activity

£119,180

Sponsorship

£18,000

Support Costs

£52,169

Governance Costs

£8,910

Total Expenditure

£836,127

Total Income

£1,009,080

MEETING THE BOARD

Governance Sub-Committee

Meet the
Board
Stephanie Maurel
(Independent Chair)

Brian Clark

Anthony Davy

Alex White

(appointed August 2020)

Business Development & Marketing Sub-Committee
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The current Board of Trustees consists of individuals from
the public, private and voluntary sectors. They bring the
necessary skills and experience to the Trust to ensure
sound governance, probity and excellent advocacy of the
charity’s aims and objectives.

Clare Ryan

(appointed August 2020)

For accounting periods commencing on or after 1 April
2008, there is a requirement for the Trust to report on
how it satisfies the ‘public benefit’ test introduced by the
Charities Act 2006. Activities undertaken by the Trust to
further its charitable purposes for the public benefit are
clearly illustrated by the strategic framework and impact
infographics displayed throughout the annual report.
This report is a summary of the Trust’s objectives and
activities, as well as its achievements and performance
during the reporting period. Accordingly, the trustees
hereby declare that they have complied with the duty
in Section 4 of the Charities Act 2006 to have due regard
to public benefit guidance published by the Charity
Commission.

Tanya Woodward
(from August 2020)

Melanie Kinnear

Alison Pendlington

Human Resources & Nominations Committee

Tom Howell

Carrie Reynolds

(stepped down end of 2020)

Viv Woodcock-Downey

Darrell Gale

LOOKING AHEAD

LOOKING AHEAD

Become an Active
Sussex Supporter
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HELP TACKLE INACTIVITY IN SUSSEX
We know from insight that physical activity
and sport has a fundamental role to play to
the health, wealth and wellbeing of Sussex
residents and, in turn, their communities.
We look to encourage everyone to be active
and stay active, but to make the most impact
we focus on the following groups to tackle
inactivity in Sussex:
•
•
•
•

young people 14-19
older people
people with a long-term condition
or disability
people living in deprived areas
with high rates of inactivity

And a final objective is to celebrate and
showcase Sussex sporting achievement.
If you believe in our mission then we
would be delighted to welcome you on
board as a supporter of Active Sussex.

STAKEHOLDERS AND ENABLERS

BECOME A SPONSOR

SIGN UP TO OUR ENEWS

Active Sussex engages with a wide variety
of stakeholders from the public, private and
community voluntary sectors. We do this
in order to strategically position physical
activity and sport in local plans, and support
the case for investment into physical activity
programmes.

We are dedicated to increasing opportunities
for all to get involved in physical activity and
sport.

Want to be the first to hear about the latest
news on events, funding, insight, education,
jobs, disability and inclusion and more on
physical activity and sport across Sussex?

By building strong relationships with
stakeholders across Sussex we help people
who are most at risk of inactivity across the
county by working collaboratively to change
lives for the better through physical activity
and sport.
We bring people together to make Sussex
a happier and healthier place. Join us.

This is made possible with the support of
our partners, as together we can make a
lasting sporting legacy that truly benefits all
communities in Sussex.
We use funds to support events and projects
in line with our focus groups. We’re also open
to your ideas and suggestions – especially if
you are working with people in our priority
groups and need help to get a new project off
the ground!
We are always welcoming sponsors
on board so if you’re passionate about
getting more people active and want to
help support our mission, please get in
touch.
info@activesussex.org

Sign up to our monthly newsletter and you’ll
receive news directly into your inbox.

www.activesussex.org/newsletter
info@activesussex.org

LOOKING AHEAD

- Make a difference
Excellence

Freedom

Respect

Find out more about Active Sussex:
activesussex.org
activesussexcsp
@activesussex
@activesussex
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